ABOUT THE BOOK
A young bunny makes the rounds of a studio building, taking in all the different artists in their habitats. Making, thinking, sharing, performing… but can our bunny find the perfect space to let imagination shine?

In this charming ode to creativity, noted children’s singer and entertainer Emily Arrow introduces readers to the concept of the studio: a place for painters, dancers, singers, actors, sculptors, printmakers…and you! Whether it’s a purpose-made space with big windows, a room filled with equipment or the corner of a bedroom, your studio can be anywhere—you just have to find it!

Ages 3–7 | Fountas/Pinnell Reading Level: L

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Author EMILY ARROW is an award-winning children’s songwriter with 10+ years of experience working with children in music education. A popular YouTube personality, Emily’s literacy-inspired music has received the recognitions of Parents’ Choice Gold Award, National Parenting Product Award, and the Children’s Lennon Award. Her debut picture book, Studio: A Place for Art to Start celebrates spaces for creativity to grow, and Emily leads workshops and singalongs to share about her passion for the arts! To learn more, visit her website at www.EmilyArrow.com.

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATORS
THE LITTLE FRIENDS OF PRINTMAKING are husband-and-wife team JW & Melissa Buchanan. They first made a name for themselves by designing and printing silk-screened concert posters but soon branched out into other fields. In addition to their work as illustrators and designers, they continue their fine art pursuits through exhibitions, lectures and artists’ residencies worldwide, spreading the gospel of silkscreen to anyone inclined to listen. The Little Friends currently live in Los Angeles with two very round cats. Studio is their first book for children.
FINGER PUPPETS

• Cut along the dotted lines.
• Join the two ends of the finger puppet by slipping the upper and lower fastening slots together or by taping them.
STUDIO
A PLACE FOR ART TO START
Activity Kit

Word Search
Who might Bunny find in a studio?

Actor   Illustrator   Sculptor
Animator Musician Singer
Artist   Painter Studio
Designer Photographer
Editor   Printmaker

A P P E C A N I M A T O R E Y U S P D
L A C T O R G B E V O H P R E S T A S
H I S R K T E L D U P I G B J O O L C
G N R L E I A M U V H B N O T Y A X U
F T D I F S T U D I O A N M I T Q C L
X E P I N T I S F N T L N J O A M N P
S R U E A S H I P M O C I P O F N H T
I I K O N T N C L B G A N I Y U N P O
N N B C P A N I Y P R I N T M A K E R
G A N E K L T A S Y A S R J A O N P K
E N E A R T O N G K P O N K L B M A P
R Y O U C D P Y R D H O A E D I T O R
L I S S N R M L I P E N I A K L O K P
I L L U S T R A T O R R T N J I U E N
M U N L S A S K N P I D E S I G N E R
Connect the Dots

Can you connect the dots to discover who is making art?
Still Life Drawing and Coloring

Find something in your space to draw. Then color it in!
Creative Writing
If you were going to write your own song, where might you go to feel inspired?

NAME OF YOUR SONG:
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